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FEAR MAPPING PLACE AND THE ART OF
CONTAGION IN WITHER THEY SAY
Shaun Wilson, RMIT University, Australia
This article examines the key term "fear mapping" in creating artworks from
Australian artist Shaun Wilson's series Wither They May (Wilson, 2021). It
draws attention to aspects of Defoe’s A Journal of the Plague Year, Hodges’
Loimologia, and the facsimile from a London Parish Bill of Mortality from
September 1665 to construct a visual testament of fear mapping through studio
practice. Discussion is based on historical and philosophical contexts, which
enable an ontological grounding for the works of art. The purpose of this paper
is to show how studio practice can be used to think about COVID-19 and in a
broader context, develop ways to integrate historical and philosophical
approaches to represent contagion in art.
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INTRODUCTION
The historical interpretation of plague, which has taken shape over centuries in lexicon and
collective consciousness, presents a series of interlinked outbreaks over three millennia that
revealed besieged communities in crisis that up until 2020 were once removed from
contemporary life. Yet since the COVID 19 pandemic, these crises seem more plausible given
the social restlessness and medical trauma that has accompanied contagion throughout
history, which in 2021 is now embedded in all levels of society and governance. As noted,
therein is a recurring social pattern of primal behaviour, common to every outbreak of plague
in the West since the fourteenth century onwards. Such aspects are situated in my current
practice as part of a wider investigation about contagion. In the series Wither They Say
(Wilson, 2021) taken from the first passage of Defoe’s 1722 edition of A Journal of the
Plague Year (Defoe 2003, p.3), text from many sections of London parish bills of mortality,
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otherwise known as “plague bills” originating from September 1665 are transfer printed onto
each postcard using ink tinted to match the original bill inscriptions. The concept behind this
is to use fear mapping as a way to digress specific plague outbreaks by using documents like
parish plague bills published during such times of contagion. The intent of the series later
discussed is to nest three key questions which are: how can a body of artwork be developed
to reflect fear and cartography during plague outbreaks, how can these artworks embody
historical references to fear mapping, and how can the outcomes of this fear mapping be
inclusive of visual linkages that attest to allegorical references to COVID-19?
These particular works from Wither They Say help determine the wider context of plague
research in contemporary art. Since many cases made during the COVID-19 era are only now
emerging, it may take years or even decades to better understand the importance that artists
have contributed to their field of research since the beginning of the [current] pandemic
(Wilson, p.10). This offers artists a new opportunity to respond to COVID-19 by looking
back at previous pandemics to ascertain contagion that informs their studio practice that
plausibly will be considered historic in the years ahead.
Within my own critique, the events leading up to and from COVID-19 have enabled me to
examine the pandemic through a neo-historic lens that provides insight into how societies
respond to global health crises inasmuch as how my practice can be informed by and from
this while contributing to contemporary art's response to the pandemic. As such, I chose the
Great London Plague of 1665 as a primary focus of the series as it, first, represents a decline
in outbreaks thereafter of plague in England during the Second Pandemic in Europe where
my ancestors originated from and, second, represents a major cultural shift in modernity with
the end of the plague in 1666 followed by the Great Fire of London in that same year. These
two events signified a point in time which reacted with a break away from the early modern
period, just as the Black Death era evoked three centuries beforehand with the end of the
middle ages, and into the trajectory of a new era of thought through the Enlightenment and
the journey towards Modernism.

BACKGROUND
Plagues have long played a central role in explanations of the rise of Europe (North 1997),
the creation of institutions (Epstein 2000), and the reorganisation of agrarian production
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(Herlihy 1997). (Alfani, G, Murphy, p.330) Although many of the worst pre-industrial
epidemics appear to have been caused by the bubonic plague (Alfani, G et al 2017, p.314),
the Black Death, which hit Europe in 1347–1352, was probably the worst plague of all times.
(Alfani, G et al 2017, p.318) After this period, plague was documented as being a fear in
Eurasian cultures that, in particular, was determinedly shadowed through the rise of
Chrsitianity in Europe during the medieval period and into the early modern period. Plague
was endemic in England throughout the time between the Black Death and the Great Plague
of 1665, existing as a threat even when not observably present. (Rolfe, p.274)
When [the plague] unexpectedly arrived in London in the Summer months, the population
reacted to the outbreak of the plague in two ways: most tried in vain to isolate themselves and
fled to avoid the contagion, whereas a minority, mainly rioters, begun drinking, robbing, and
sometimes even killing. (Riva et al, p.1754) As these stories are now familiar in the era of
COVID-19, the plague itself in London from 1665 is important not so much as signalling the
end of mass English plagues, but instead, what it gave rise to through an enlightenment of
medical sciences, the humanities, urban planning and public sanitation The Great London
Plague was documented as arriving where Monteyne (2007, p.80) recounts how late August
and September of 1665, [where] household segregation [...] collapsed. People refused to stay
quarantined and broke out of their homes, attacking watchmen and even aldermen. (Knowles,
p.6) One of the more widely known literary contributions of the time documents these
occurrences, The Journal of The Plague Year whilst fiction, has endured since the early
eighteenth century attention by scholars as a leading work among modern plague literature.
This paper thus considers Defoe’s work not as an accurate documentation of the Great Plague
but rather a fictitious summary of a critical point in time that has held such innovative
significance in the arts and the type of artwork that artists then produce on their trajectory to
Post-Modernity.
Defoe’s work remains one of the most powerful and informative accounts of the events.
(Brown, p.365) Given that we find specifically that the plagues [in England] of 1563, 1603,
1625, and 1665 were all of roughly equal relative magnitude, with burials running at 5.5 to 6
times the average level in the previous five years (Cummins, N et al p.4), the contagion of
this era is notably integrated into much of the arts of the time either as documented during the
pandemic as found in the work of Shakespere or in the case of Defoe, after the fact through
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memory and historical records. Indeed, Defoe as a child escaped the London Plague through
evacuation, as did many other early departures of the day. However, when writing the
manuscript, he referred back to many records, including parish plague bills, diary accounts,
letters, and most notably Hodges’ Loimologia. Defoe not only took over practically every
item contained in Hodge’s account. But in almost every instance, followed him so closely to
copy his errors. (Nicholson, p.71)
Defoe’s journal, that Wall claims helped rewrite a ‘modern’ London into being, making the
strange familiar, the new known (Wall, Cruise, p.479) has drawn differences in its
significance that have informed a contemporary view in two camps of thought. The first came
from writers of Defoe’s time, [where] plague was not solely or perhaps clearly an “intractable
medical problem”, and the ambiguity surrounding its nature demanded complex
representative practices. (Knowles, p.623) Others including Rebecca Totaro and Ernest B.
Gilman (Rolfe, p.295) who view Defoe’s work and his contemporaries as part of a continuous
culture of trauma: the constant threat of infection, and the traumatic experience of repeated
outbreaks, rendered plague (Rolfe) a constitutive force within early modern culture, and
therefore of the lived experiences of all men, women, and children of the time. (Munro,
p.243) However, Healy’s claim disagrees in that Defoe’s narrative undermines scientific
authority, even as it devotes proportionately high levels of discursive space to scientific
methodologies of scientific practice. (Payne, p.625, Healy, pp.25-54)
Through the purpose of this paper, I challenge Healey’s assessment against Defoe to propose
that this is a misreading of his work, given it negates the intent of literature even in Defoe's
time as to contextualise aspects of human behaviour. As plague is infamous for having caused
tens of millions of deaths in considerable historic pandemics, most notably in Europe during
the late medieval Black Death (1346–1353 CE) (Benedictow, p.82), one might argue it is
superficial to assume that plague literature should be held accountable to an accurate
assessment of scientific authority (Payne, Healy) in sacrifice of affect. This denies the
function of literature itself to exist as a subjective mechanism that, as Totaro and Gilman
claim, as a culture of trauma (Rolfe) is indicative of collective experiences shared by the
people of London at the time.
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Defoe's work reinforces this collective in a way that people should experience, as Loimologia
has already documented, which, like an assessment of the social impact of COVID-19, has a
comparable connection. When considering that overall 68,596 of the 97,306 deaths recorded
in the Bills of Mortality between 21 December 1664 and 19 December 1665 were attributed
to plague (Harding, p.278), the public trauma of collective deaths bring a distinction between
healing the collective soul of the populace who lived through repeated eras of uncontrollable
death through a subjective reading, as found in Defoe’s journal, rather than clinical
assessments that at the time brought rebellion between the inhabitants in London and those
enforcing public health orders. It then must also be considered that at the time of 1665, and
returning to the legacy of fear imprinted into later generations who came after the Black
Death era, plague since the mediaeval period kept recurring in regular (or sometimes
irregular) intervals, every decade or so, and sometimes even more frequently. (Varlik, p.286)
Even the suggestion of plague at the beginning of the 1665 outbreak struck fear into the soul
of the city based on the collective memory of the many past instances of plagues and family
deaths. What Defoe did was encapsulated this soul of the city and manifested itself in return
through historical references, an important work that still provides clues to the reason
societies break down and behave in times of infectious outbreaks. Thus, the background of
the research that informs Wither They May draws references to both Hodges, as an eyewitness
account, and Defoe, as a subjectivity based on accounts nonetheless impacted by his own
memories of the 1665 epidemic.

FEAR MAPPING
Fear in Hodges’s London was a mixture of the trepidation sensed from contracting the
plague, the steady influx of people to London over the course of the sixteenth century [that]
caused overcrowding and was blamed for social and moral disorder (Knowles, p.5) distrust of
the poor by upper classes, and wariness of foreigners. The charity and kindness that might
have been offered to those attempting to flee London for the countryside were withheld out of
fear (Bulok, p.143), which seems not surprising when Defoe recalls stories of the cruelty of
people’s actions toward one another. (Buloke) Knowles confirms that plague outbreaks both
reinforced this distinction, by encouraging people to fear the “sinfully polluted suburbs' ' and
dismantled it, as the disease crossed boundaries (Knowels, p.8). Thus, the battle was not
merely against the plague, since the plague turned citizens against each other. (Bulok)
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Once fear gripped the primal levels of distinction between the abandoning of charitable
inclination and an ‘every person for themselves’ approach, fearing the plague reveals itself,
not only in London, but throughout Europe at the time of class distinctions, across
demographics of rich and poor, northern countries and southern countries, where fears about
“contagion of the low” inhered in such discourse and complemented the much more
“abstracted” and secular forms of intercultural estrangement. (Cruise, p.484) The subjectivity
of the experience of urban space, forcing people to flee the city and turning spaces of safety
and comfort into spaces of fear and suspicion (Knowels, p.8) transformed the parishes of
London into localities where prejudices and imaginations prevailed. As found in other
localities, such as the Florentine plague thirty years prior, Eckstein notes that
Seventeenth-century Christian charity was challenged by contemporary epidemiology, which
told the Visitatori that the presence of the poor threatened the entire population. (Eckstein,
p.293) Even more primordial is that from a thorough fear of infection, people shun not only
outsiders to whom they should offer comfort, but even their own kin (Rolfe, p.306) adding
that to make matters worse, the specific fear produced by this knowledge emerged against the
background of long-standing suspicion of the poor as a class. (Eckstein) As H.F exclaims
that people began to give up themselves to their Fears, and to think that all regulations and
Methods were in vain, and that there was nothing to be hoped for, but an universal Desolation
(Defoe 1969, p.171), the impression we can gather from these examples is once fear takes
hold of rational judgement, so too does an attention to mapping it through prejudice and
imagination onto the subjective maps we forge in our own minds, whether inferred by plague
bills or public health boundaries. One of the more relevant examples was the adapted
broadsides that came into effect in the seventeenth century.
In the late summer of 1665, as plague raged in London, the printer Thomas Milbourn of
Jewen Street, outside Aldersgate, brought out a single-sheet broadside entitled ‘The
Mourning-Cross, or, England’s Lord have Mercy upon Us’. (Harding, p.267) These sheets
formed a comprehensive mechanism that collated in a newsletter style a bill of mortality, but
with additional commentary on the spread of plague at the time. The accounts forged a
subjective impression of the week’s condition that, although plague bills were in circulation
much longer than the Mourning-Cross, they enhanced public access to statistical data that
prescribed the public health orders of the day, and measured the severity of plague as
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subjective mapping that inscribed fear from its insuent results. The fear and stresses brought
on by the threat of plague gave the natural urges of self-interest much more force, but
government authorities lacked the power to ensure general compliance with more public
interests. (Heitman, p.282) While these newsletters rarely contained an actual topographical
map, the death rate data from parishes was enough for people to build a sense of the
cartographic intersecting between their own locality and that of the people dying of contagion
near their own vicinity. Watching the spread of the virus and counting its victims reassures us
that we are still alive, that we are among the survivors (Canetti 1984). In the time of
COVID-19, social media [like plague bills] play an important role in communicating verified
facts and correct prevention tips to the masses, but also carry the risk of ‘virally’ spreading
misinformation, confusion and fear among the general public (Boulos, Geraghty, p. 9) (Fung,
IC, Liang, H) Indeed, this was very much the case for plague bills based on assumptions of
what could happen based on scenarios concocted from its data. Even for those who did not
fall sick, plague epidemics produced not only worry, grief, and fear but practical challenges
for everyday life. (Heitman, p.277)
Similarly, maps played a crucial role not only as representational devices, but as
more-than-representative, interactive and multifaceted practices involving lived experiences.
(Pase, p.135) Given that plague tended to strike entire households, and only an estimated
20–40% of those infected survived (Slack, p.177), the fear of catching plague was
characterised by the amount of concentration in recorded deaths listed in bills. Mapping fear
of the plague from data - whether catching it, dying of it, or even being near it - intersects one
of the most influential emotions in humanity’s history (Bourke, p.111) inextricably located in
the psychological effects of plague bills. John Bell’s 1665 publication London’s
Remembrancer states that “the Bill of Mortality is of very great use...it giveth a general notice
of the Plague, and a particular account of the places which are therewith infected, to the end
such places may be shunned and avoided.” (Boyce, p.1197) Returning to Defoe, as the
“epistemological anarchy” of the plague spreads, H. F. walks the streets, not to remap them,
but to examine the printing on the wall. (Cruise, p.491) As the weekly bills of mortality
reported small but fast-growing volumes and ever more widespread deaths, so rumours fed
fear. And, naturally, rumour far outpaced the reality of the epidemic, especially as the winter
cold did little to halt its spread. (McKinlay, p.170)
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WITHER THEY SAY
These aspects of fear mapping were addressed in the creation of the Wither They Say series
by extracting four key elements thus being projections, topography, historical linkages, and
text from London plague bills. If, say, Hodges work, for example, can be brought into a
twenty-first century perspective, his core observations of the 1665 pandemic and the
equivalency in 2021 have several instances of similarity that brings a visuality to the new
body of work tied to each other. When considering that the Stuart period was an era of great
upheaval and, when compared to the current upheavals of society divisions through climate
change, vaccine mandates, distrust of the media, and lockdown legitimacies, the similarities
between both eras as polarised societies sharing the same reactions to illness and martial law.
The urgency that Hodges writes to with its sense of vulnerability can be located in his often
dire observations of infected London that are more heightened if not noticeable during our
current pandemic where the nuances of his work become more identifiable through the era of
COVID-19. These specific words, even as simple as, for example, ‘mortality’ linked to
names of actual places like ‘St Pauls’, and ‘Sommer Hill’ have been juxtaposed into the
artwork that appear as striking as they do familiar in the sense that Hodges observations at
places which still exist today become more acute when our experiences of these same
locations have the same trepidation and illness associated to them that simply would not be
capable of holding the same kind of power if there was not a first handed similarities by
contemporary audiences.
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Figure 1. London Plague Bill 14-22 August 1665

As such the data from London plague bills are incorporated on top of the images of English
landmarks used in the artwork as a way to not only ground the notion of a virus spread across
localities but more so that these are used in a Baudriliarian way of signs and signals - the
photographs of the postcards are locales which succumbed to illness in the seventeenth
century defined by a branding of such illness from the typography linking mortalities as the
signal with the subject of the postcards as a sign.
The selected plague bill as illustrated in Figure 1 that was incorporated into the artworks was
dated 15-22 August 1665 that illustrates three columns with names of those who died during
that particular week and to which parish boundary indicating where they perished. Often
these names were merely parishes that listed the total number of burials measured against the
number of those burials that were related to plague. A clearer picture of trepidation of these
places would create a weekly comparative map determined by fear of what location buried
how many plague victims during that particular week denoting particular parish locations of
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where each place of contagion was present. Such parishes with no plague burials conjure
sentiments of safety whereas those whose plague burials were numerous congeal an urgency
of avoidance or at the very least, present danger lurking within each respective constituency.
In fact, the push on map production was not only intended to scientifically follow the virus in
(near) real time but to creatively express the cartographic imagination of the pandemic. (Pase,
p.135)
This was applied to the first artwork Wither They Say I (Wilson, 2021) as illustrated in
Figure. 2 demonstrating the transfer printing effect created by printing the bill onto clear
acetate sheet via a desktop printer once the bill image itself was colour isolated prior using
the spftware After Effects to enable the single tone hue of each text layer. The application
from the transfer sheet was applied using a metal teaspoon and rubbing the acetate sheet on
top of the picture that as the medium suggests transfers the ink from the acetate to the printed
surface. In keeping with the degraded and worn postcard images, the transfer prints were
moved during eth rubbing transfer to produce abstracted and mottled text effects that when
combined with intently reversed text characterised a distinctive aesthetic using typography as
both a subjective reading of the plague bills using selective recognisable words and dates
such as ‘1665’ and ‘Birchave’, coupled with illegible words reversed to create an interjection
of form on the image strategically placed in composition. From a conceptual perspective this
denoted an intentional mapping of fear in the artwork using fear data - the plague bills - onto
the images - the subject - with the intent of referencing the conceptual structuralism of the
Defoe novel whereby he mapped fear into the places he describes by the imagination of the
readers connecting the plague bill data with an overall cognitive map of London in 1665 just
as the images with the subject in Figure. 2 maps the history of plague onto images of England
in much the same kind of way. Likewise in Figure 3 ‘Wither They Say II’ (Wilson, 2021) the
use of plague bill typography applies the same visual play as Figure 2 as does the remaining
series of works represented in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Shaun Wilson, Wither They Say I, 2021, inkjet monoprint transfer on found vintage postcard, 111mm
(W) x 70mm (H)

Maps in this context gives a justification of universal fear with discussion from Pase stating
that ‘such rhythms then pervaded the whole globe, finding a congenial yet often disturbing
place on maps, or in what we might call the cartographic imagery of the coronavirus spread.’
(Pase, p.134) If we return to the three intentions of the Wither They Say series, the premise
that Pase argues is relevant in demonstrating the conceptual structuralism evident in both
social reactive patterns towards fear and mapping during contagion and the elements of
typography within the subject of the artwork. Pase builds a model that's based on perceptions
of plague fear through mapping, as documented in Hodges’ Loimologia, fictionalised in
Defoe’s Journal of the Plague Year and supported by recent cartographic studies of
COVID-19 through Boulos et al. Yet when the ‘map’ is oriented in the subject as a pictorial
representation rather than a graphical representation of terrain, the philosophical affordances
for the subject have allowed the image building process to subjectively map the plague bill
data onto the image where the image itself becomes the map and the process of mapping onto
the subject is conceptually cartographic not necessarily representationally cartographic. It’s
this factor that allows Wither They Say to conceptually work where its values do not exist in
the object persae but rather in the cognitive visual processes of that which the audience
prescribes to build relational interpretations of the image much the same as, for example, how
plague bills manifested fear in the minds of those who processed the data contained in each of
the public documents. In doing so, the artwork then mimics how plague bills function and
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thus brings an authenticity to the artwork both in terms of historical and conceptual
frameworks.

Figure 3. Shaun Wilson, Wither They May III, 2021, inkjet hand transfer and hand sanitiser on found vintage
postcard, 111mm (W) x 70mm (H)

CONCLUSION
The Wither They Say series has demonstrated a way to create artwork that brings both
historical and socio-commentary issues of contagion into the subject that speaks to the Great
London Plague inasmuch as it does with the COVID-19 pandemic. It has identified
representational elements by juxtaposing selected texts of plague bills to anchor the
cartographic fear that was noted at the time for the audiences reading plague bills as a linkage
in the subject to fear mapping. At the same time, this linkage informs the artwork
comparative to COVID-19 references that also use mapping as a way to instil fear by
cognitive classifications of geographic places both harbouring and escaping the spread of
contagion in and out of its boundaries. The discussion which surrounds this concept has
yielded a common denominator between past and present pandemics in terms of how
societies behave during a health crisis and more so, how societies can manifest a fear towards
illness through place-based cognitive mapping. As the series has integrated such conceptual
instances within the subject, the process of making the artwork has revealed a framework of
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how responses of fear and cartography have a distinct visual relationship with maps, places,
and statistical data. From the process of the inclusivity of mapping, these artworks represent a
method to bring together the historical and the immediate as leverage in understanding the
ongoing experiences that a pandemic evokes in societies which either rebel in fear of
pandemic restrictions or embrace the directives of public health orders from a fear of
succumbing to contagion. From the evident experience of plague bills to the cognitive
impressions of boundaries, fear and mapping during a pandemic have long been tools of
reactive measures by societies caught in the midst of contagion. Representing this through the
subject has enabled Wither They May to expedite the common linkages of fear through
successive pandemics to be considered as a universality for the images themselves and to
encounter this subjectivity as an instrument of reflection in the concurrent eras of crisis.
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